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This paper presents an experimental investigation of the onset of 

cavitation over a square-section cylinder. A numerical simulation of 

noncavitating steady incompressible turbulent flow around the cylinder 

was also performed. Three square-section cylinders of different sizes have 

been tested in a water tunnel. Cavitation inception has been detected 

visually. Observations of cavitation inception showed that the first visible 

traces of cavitation appear in the form of small bubbles in the free shear 

layer at the leading edge corners of the cylinders suggesting that the 

small-scale vortices in the shear layer over the side faces and associated 

pressure fluctuations are responsible for the onset of cavitation. The 

cavitation inception indices have been found to decrease with increasing 

the freestream velocity. In addition, the results showed that the variation 

of the cylinder size has no effect on the cavitation inception indices. 
 

NOMENCLATURE 

Cp  Pressure coefficient 

sCp  Separation pressure coefficient 

H Cylinder side length, m 

k Turbulent kinetic energy, m
2
/s

2
 

op  Free stream pressure, N/m
2
 

minp  Minimum pressure, N/m
2
 

sp  Separation pressure, N/m
2
 

p  Fluctuation pressure, N/m
2
 

HRe  Reynolds number, 

 /Re HUoH   

oU  Free stream velocity, m/s 

Greek symbols 
 Total gas content, ppm 

  Dissipation rate, m
2
/s

3
 

  viscous dissipation term, s
-2

 

  Dynamic viscosity, N.s/m
2
 

e  effective viscosity, N.s/m
2
 

 Density, kg/m
3
 

i  Cavitation inception number  

Subscripts 
e effective 
s separation 

min minimum 

o Free stream 
 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that cavitation inception occurs when a nucleus is exposed to a 

sufficiently low pressure to cause unstable growth and collapse of the cavity. Thus, the 

onset of cavitation is dependent on the availability of nuclei and the pressure of the 

flow field. Turbulent shear flows exhibit wide fluctuations in velocity and pressure, 

generally leading to a broad range of cavitation inception indices even for constant 
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mean flow conditions. A turbulent shear layer contains primary (spanwise) and 

secondary (axial-streamwise) vortices (Bernal and Roshko [1] and Jimenez et al [2]). 

Numerous studies have focused on the relationship between these structures and 

cavitation. In small jets and small separated regions (Ooi and Acosta [3], Ran and Katz 

[4], Nakano et al [5], Belahadji, et al [6], and Mosallem [7]) cavitation inception occurs 

in the core of primary (small-scale) vortex structures that develop as the shear layer 

rolls up. However, as the size and the characteristic Reynolds number of the separated 

region increase, cavitation occurs in the secondary, axial vortices (Katz and O'Hern 

[8]; and O'Hern [9]). In these cases, cavitation extends into the large-scale primary 

structures only at ambient pressures that are considerably lower than the inception 

level. Gopalan et al [10] studied the cavitation inception in the near field of a jet. 

Cavitation inception was in the form of inclined `cylindrical' bubbles. On tripping the 

boundary layer, cavitation inception occurred in the form of distorted `spherical' 

bubbles. Baur and Köngeter [11] investigated the characteristics of the cavitation 

structures for flow over a rectangular sill fixed on the bottom of a channel with 

rectangular cross-section. It was observed that the cavitation structures have not a 

spherical but a developed longish form with the major axis at an angle of about 45° 

towards the main flow. Recently, Wienken et al [12] developed a new method to 

predict cavitation inception for unsteady flows with traveling bubble cavitation. The 

method combines the enhanced predictive capabilities of large eddy-simulation (LES) 

with an algebraic stability criterion for the cavitation nuclei. The method was applied 

to the flow past a square cylinder. Both the predicted cavitation number as well as the 

location of cavitation inception are in good agreement with the experimental data. The 

cavitation inception was in the vortex cores in the wake of the cylinder. 

Based on the review of the published data, the literature dealing with cavitation 

inception in separated flow over square-section cylinders are limited. Knowledge of 

cavitation inception in such flow is essential to get more information about cavitation 

phenomena in various turbulent separated flows. Therefore, the objective of the present 

work is to investigate in more details the physics of cavitation inception in the 

turbulent separated flow over square-section cylinders. The noncavitating flow around 

the cylinder’s geometry was simulated in order to obtain details about the flow field.  
 

Computational details 

The flow is described in a Cartesian coordinate system, in which the x-axis is aligned 

with inlet flow direction as shown in Fig. 1. A fixed two-dimensional square-section 

cylinder with a side H is exposed to a constant free stream velocity. An incompressible 

flow with constant fluid properties (water) is assumed. The flow around the cylinder 

was simulated using the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations in conjunction 

with the RNG k- turbulence model. The square-section cylinder side is 10 mm length.  

The form of the steady scalar transport equation is: 
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Where: 

  = diffusion coefficient 

S  = source term 
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Fig. 1.  Computational domain for the calculation of the flow over 

 square-section cylinder. 

 
Table 1 shows the variables, coefficients, and source terms for the transport equations 

 

Where  

e = effective viscosity 

 = viscous dissipation term 

kCC ,, 21  and  are the RNG model coefficients 

The following boundary conditions are used: 

 The inlet is placed some body heights upstream of the body, where oUu   

and 0v  is prescribed 

 No slip-conditions are prescribed at the cylinder surface and duct walls, 

0 vu  

 At the outlet of the domain atmospheric pressure is assumed 

The governing equations were solved using a segregated velocity-pressure 

solution algorithm where the momentum equation is used to generate an expression for 

the velocity in terms of the pressure gradient. This is used in the continuity equation 

after it has been integrated by parts. A grid of 84714 nodes was enough to predict the 

flow. This finding was drawn from comparison of the computed mean pressure 

coefficient, pC  along the cylinder surface for different grids with each other. The 

results showed that further refinements would not greatly alter the predicted flow 

features. 

 

  Equation   S  

1 Mass conservation 0 0 

u x- momentum e  ypg y  /  

v y-momentum e  xpgx  /  

k Turbulent kinetic energy kt  /   t  

  Dissipation rate  /t  
k

C
k

C t

2

21
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5
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0 vu 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

The experiments were conducted in the test section of the water tunnel described 

schematically in Fig. 2. The tunnel consists of a closed water circuit. The test section 

(1) is 500 mm long and its cross-section is 25 mm x 50 mm. The four sides of the test 

section are perspex for photographic and observational purposes. Velocity can be 

varied by using a brass gate valve. In addition, the pressure can be changed by varying 

the air pressure at the top of the partial filled resorber tank. The fresh water has been 

used as a working fluid. All tests have been conducted at room temperature (nominally 

30 
o
C). 

 
(1) Test section  (4) Resorber tank 

(2) Diffuser   (5) Valve 

(3) Contraction section (6) Centrifugal pump 

 
Fig. 2.  Schematic diagram of the water tunnel 

 

Three square-section cylinders with sides of length, H of 5, 10 and 12 mm were 

used during the course of the investigation. In the experiments described here the 

models were mounted with two faces parallel with the direction of upstream flow. The 

static-pressures have been measured at two locations on lower side face of the 10 mm 

side cylinder. Static-pressure holes drilled in the surface of the cylinder are connected 

to mercury manometer boards by means of plastic tubes. The free stream water static 

pressure has been measured with a U-tube mercury manometer. The velocity in the test 

section has been measured by using the measured value of pressure difference across 

the contraction section with a mercury manometer. This has been achieved by 

calibrating the contraction section using a pitot tube. 

Cavitation inception has been detected visually by noting the occurrence of a 

few minute bubbles, namely when cavitation was already macroscopic. The 

measurement procedure involved establishing the tunnel pressure fixed, then increasing 

the speed until cavitation events occurred. The cavitation inception is defined in this 

investigation as the onset of detectable discrete bubbles which first appear, as 

described by Huang [13]. The cavitation number,  is given by 
25.0/)( ovo Upp    and the cavitation inception index is denoted by i. The 
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cavitation aspects were photographed simultaneously with the corresponding flow-

measurements using a digital camera. The photos were later computer processed and 

printed. The dissolved gas content has been measured by a dissolved gas content meter, 

which is based on the principle of Van Slyke, (Van Slyke and Neill [14]). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Computational results 

In this section, the results obtained from the steady state computations of flow around 

the square-section cylinder are presented. The computed time-averaged streamlines 

around the cylinder at 41065.5Re H  (where HRe  is the Reynolds number based 

on cylinder side length, H and freestream velocity, Uo ) are shown in Fig. 3. As shown, 

the flow separates at the leading edge corners of the cylinder, and the near wake of the 

cylinder is characterized by the formation and shedding of large-scale vortices. In the 

figure two vortices are clearly seen. The first one is being shed away from the cylinder 

while the second one is still attached and growing. This pattern is similar to that 

reported by Rodi et al [15]. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Time average streamlines around the square-section cylinder 

( 10H  mm, 41065.5Re H ) 

 

In order to determine the domain of nuclei activation, the pressure contours 

around the cylinder were plotted in Fig. 4. It can be observed that separated region over 

the side faces of the cylinder surface and the vortex cores in the near wake are the 

regions of low pressures. 

Figure 5 shows the computed pressure coefficient around the square-section 

cylinder surface. The trend is similar to that predicted numerically by several authors 

(as reported by Rodi et al [15]) and that obtained from measurements presented by 

Bearman and Obasaju [16]. 

 

Experimental Results 

As mentioned earlier, the static-pressures have been measured at two locations on 

lower side of the 10 mm side cylinder. Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the 

calculated and experimental surface pressure distributions. It can be observed that the 

measured pressure at the two locations on the lower surface is fairly well predicted.  
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Fig. 4.  Computed pressure contour behind the square-section cylinder 
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Fig. 5.  Computed pressure coefficient around square-section cylinder 

( 10H  mm, 41065.5Re H ) 
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Fig. 6.  Comparisons between the calculated and experimental surface  

            pressure distributions ( 10H  mm, 41065.5Re H ) 

 

The experiments of cavitation inception have been made by lowering the 

cavitation number until the cavitation began to appear. The physical appearance of 
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cavitation at inception was in the free shear layer over the side faces at the leading-

edge corners of the cylinder. Bearman and Obasaju [16] measured the fluctuating 

pressures around square-section cylinder. It has been found that root-mean square 

values of the pressure fluctuations on the side faces are larger than those on the front 

and rear faces. This suggested that the small-scale vortices shedding from the leading-

edge corners of the cylinder and associated pressure fluctuations are responsible for 

beginning of cavitation inception on the side faces of the cylinder. A similar type of 

cavitation had been observed in the small-scale vortices behind a backward facing step 

(Mosallem [7]) and in the near wake of a wedge (Belahadji [6]). As mentioned 

previously, Wienken et al [12] observed that the cavitation at inception was in the 

vortex cores in the wake of the cylinder. In the present work the cavitation inception 

indices were obtained by beginning with initial tunnel pressures under the atmospheric 

pressure. As indicated by Arndt et al. [17] when the test section pressure was reduced 

below the saturation value, the volume of free gas increased markedly and the nuclei 

sizes will be larger. Also the turbulence has a pronounced effect on the cavitation 

inception, Rood [18]. Therefore, the disagreement between the cavitation inception 

location observed in the present study and that observed by Wienken et al [12] may be 

related to the difference in both initial nuclei sizes and the turbulence intensity.  

When reducing the cavitation number from inception value, the number of 

bubbles on the side-faces increased. As the cavitation number decreases, the cavitation 

region grows to cover the side faces of the cylinder, Figs 7 to 9. Also the video images 

revealed the vortex shedding behind the cylinder where the vortex was visualized by 

the cavitation bubbles. A further reduction in the cavitation number results in the 

occurrence of fully developed cavitation where the cavitation bubbles filled the entire 

near wake region as shown in Figs 10 to 12. The results of the inception and 

developing of cavitation for the three cylinders were similar. The total gas content,  

as measured by the gas content apparatus varied between 16 and 17 ppm. 

 
Fig. 7.  Cavitation over square-section 

cylinder, Uo=8.1 m/s,  =2.11, H=5 mm 

 
Fig. 8.  Cavitation over square-section 

cylinder, Uo=7.4 m/s,  =2.65, H=10 mm 

 
Fig. 9.  Cavitation over square-section 

cylinder, Uo=6.6 m/s,  =3.57, H =12 mm 

 

Fig. 10.  Cavitation over square-section 

cylinder, Uo= 9.3 m/s,  =1.35, H =5 mm 
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Fig. 11.  Cavitation over square-section 

cylinder, Uo=9.8 m/s,  =1.36, H=10 mm 

 

Fig. 12.  Cavitation over square-section 

cylinder, Uo=7.3 m/s,  =2. 76, H=12 mm 

 

The cavitation inception indices for each cylinder obtained at various free 

stream velocities are displaced in Figs 13 to 15 respectively. Clearly, it can be observed 

that the cavitation inception indices for the three cylinders have approximately the 

same trend. The cavitation inception indices decrease with increasing of free stream 

velocity. A similar trend has been noticed by Mosallem [7] for flow past a backward 

facing step. In addition, Ran and Katz [4] for a turbulent jet found that the inception 

indices tend to decrease with increasing velocity. It was also observed that the sites of 

the earliest traces of cavitation agree with the location of highest negative pressure 

fluctuations peaks. They demonstrated that although the root-mean-square values of 

pressure fluctuations do not vary with the jet speed, the magnitudes and likelihood of 

high negative pressure peaks decreases with increasing velocity, causing a reduction in 

the inception index with increasing velocity  
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Fig. 13.  Cavitation inception indices for square-section cylinder, 

5H  mm 
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Fig. 14.  Cavitation inception indices for square-section cylinder, 

10H  mm 
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Fig. 15.  Cavitation inception indices for square-section cylinder, 

12H  mm 

 

It is also evident that the measured values of cavitation inception indices of the 

present study are large. As reported by O’Hern [19] the mean pressure variations in a 

turbulent shear flow are often small, but the instantaneous peak pressures vary 

significantly from the mean. These pressure peaks are responsible for the relatively 

large cavitation inception indices commonly measured in turbulent shear flows. The 

large values of inception indices show that inception occurs under mean pressures 

much larger than the vapor pressure, but do not provide any information on the 

response of a nucleus to the localized pressure peaks it is exposed to. This supports our 

opinion that the cavitation inception in the shear layer over square-section cylinder 
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may be related to the small scale vortices and associated fluctuating pressure peaks in 

the shear layer at the leading-edge corners of the cylinders.  

In Fig. 16 the cavitation inception data for the three square-section cylinders 

were replotted to obtain a clear comparison. It is evident that the cylinder size has no 

effect on the cavitation inception indices. This means that within the tested range of the 

cylinder size and freestream velocities, the pressure fluctuations are independent on the 

cylinder size. 
 

Modeling of cavitation inception 

As presented by Cimbala and Billet [20] and Arakeri et al [21], the cavitation occurs 

when the minimum pressure, minp  equals the vapor pressure. The cavitation 

inception number can be expressed in the form:  

2
min 5.0/)( ooi Upp          (2) 

The minimum pressure can be written as 
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Fig. 16. Effect of cylinder size on the cavitation inception indices 

 

ppp s min             (3) 

where sp  is the mean separation pressure at the cylinder leading edges and p  is the 

turbulent fluctuation pressure below the mean value. 

Employ Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) yields that: 
22 5.0/5.0/)( oosoi UpUpp             (4) 

25.0/ osi UpCp              (5) 

Thus, the cavitation inception number can be predicted if the values of both 

separation pressure and the fluctuating pressure are known. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study, the physics of onset of cavitation over square-section cylinders 

have been investigated experimentally. The flow field around the cylinder was 

predicted numerically. Cavitation inception indices using visual criterion are presented 

over a range of tunnel speeds for three square-section cylinders of different sizes. The 

observations of cavitation inception showed that the cavitation inception appears in the 

form of small bubbles in the free shear layer at the leading edge corners of the 

cylinders. Therefore, the small-scale vortices in the shear layer over the side faces and 

associated pressure fluctuations are responsible for the onset of cavitation. 

Furthermore, the cavitation inception indices have been found to decrease with 

increasing the freestream velocity. In addition, the results showed that the variation of 

the cylinder size has no effect on the cavitation inception indices. 
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مقطع هف في سريان فوق أسطوانة مربعة ا ت  بدء ا

  دد ذندداذ  بلددهذهدد سذذ ددباذبلددةببرهذة هلددهذب ة ةدد  هدد هذهددلبذب هوددرذهددبذ  بلددهذهدد سذب ن  ددهذ دد ذلدد    ذ
ب ن  ددهذ دد ذهددلبذب لدد    ذةلة  دد مذ ةدد ذندداذيةددلذةو  دد لذي   ددهذ  لدد    ذوددبلذب لددةببره ذب دد ذندداذب نهدد  ذ

ن فددهذ ب ددلذرفدداذةدد ت  ذب دد ذندداذنلددب  ذطسدد  لذب ن  ددهذه لددن  باذ دد ة  بذثدد رذطلددةببر تذلبتذطومدد اذة 
  ة ددده ذب ددد ذطبتدددوتذب نمددد  نذب ةلة  دددهذط ذهددد سذب ن  دددهذ ددد  ذيهددد  لذيددد ذ  دددب ذ   يددد تذلددد   لذيرددد ذ

ن مدهذ  تد ةذب ةدر فيذ د ذ  دنذب و  ن  ذب ة ة ن  ذ ألةببرهذةة ذ س  ذإ ىذط ذهلهذب ف  يد تذن بردتذر
ب  ببة تذب ل   لذب ةن برهذير ذو  ن ذب لةببره ذ ة ذطبتوتذب رند ت ذط ذ  داذهد سذب ن  دهذ نرد   ذةد ذ

 ز   لذل يهذب ل     ذ ل كذبم ذط ذن    ذوماذب لةببرهذاذ ؤث ذي ىذ  اذه سذب ن  ه 
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